
WRITING COMPARE AND CONTRAST PAPERS

You might compare and contrast two different kinds of pets, or two novels from the same historical time period. Maybe
you're thinking that writing an essay about .

If you miss any words to finish your essay, a literature review is a brilliant way to reach the necessary word
count. It is the last pre-writing stage which is known as a literature review. If there is a balance of similarities
and differences, you might concentrate on discussing this balance. The comparison and contrast may be a
fraction of an essay or may constitute the entire essay. Get professional help and examples. Math teacher likes
to chat about movies. Either method is acceptable so long as the format remains consistent throughout the
essay. Compare and contrast Newton's ideas of gravity with those proposed by Einstein ['compare and
contrast' essay] Examine how the economies of Spain and China are similar ['compare' only essay] Explain the
differences between Achaemenid Empire and Parthian Empire ['contrast' only essay] Structure There are two
main ways to structure a compare and contrast essay, namely using a block or a point-by-point structure. Men
usually have superior physical strength and technical skills. Was that so bad? The type of structure used
depends on the essay writer and the advantages of each structure. One side is for the first subject, the other for
the second subject. Contrast Essay Outline Essentially, there are two possible ways to outline or organize a
comparative writing paper. Don't try to compare a president and a cab driver, or existentialism and a
legislative bill on car tax refunds. As you research each item, attempt to find information that may not be
widely known. An essay may include only a comparison, contrast or both. It should, however, go beyond a
simple analysis. This is key to getting your audience your teacher at least to accept your arguments. Don't
forget about the formatting and in-text citations. It is also possible, especially for short exam essays, that only
the similarities or the differences, not both, will be discussed. It would probably help you to make notes
mental or, better yet, physical ones as you read, marking things you consider important. It was just a short
preview of every section of your compare and contrast paper in English. Be aware, too, of the placement of
your different points. Call these three points A, B, and C. What do they describe or depict? Two people Where
are they from? There are two main ways this might play out, depending on how much you have to say about
each of the things you are comparing. For writing: what plot, characterization, setting, theme, tone, and type of
narration are used? Compare and Contrast Essay Writing Tips A good topic should interest readers and hold
their attention. The comparison and contrast of the second subject are listed after that and follows the same
order as the first. However, if you were writing a paper for a class on typesetting or on how illustrations are
used to enhance novels, the typeface and presence or absence of illustrations might be absolutely critical to
include in your final paper. It is advised to start and end with the same subject for each point to maintain
consistency. The two types of structure, block and point-by-point, are shown in the diagram below. What
stands out most about each of them? What themes do they address? This is when those notes you might've
taken back in step one could come in handy. Information on the two subjects should be wide-reaching and
easily acquirable to ensure the writer has plenty of material for the essay.


